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March 06th 2015:Reviewing the Evidence for the Afterlife
Did you know there is abundant evidence that indicates life
continues beyond physical death? My guest for this interview,
Roberta Grimes, is an Austin-based business attorney AND
an expert in Life after Death. She has spent decades studying
nearly 200 years of abundant and consistent communications
from those who have died. Please join us to learn more about
the process of physical death, what awaits us after we leave
our physical bodies, how very close we remain to those who
have crossed over, and how a new understanding of death
based on consciousness and informed by quantum physics
can b
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Featured Guest
Roberta Grimes
Roberta Grimes is a business attorney, novelist and speaker based in Austin, Texas.
After two extraordinary experiences of light as a child, Roberta has spent decades
studying nearly 200 years of abundant and consistent communications from the dead
and other afterlife-related evidence that eventually enabled her to assemble an indepth understanding of who and what we are, how reality works, the nature of God, and
the meaning and purpose of our lives. Roberta has published two books based on her
research: The Fun of Dying – Find Out What Really Happens Next, and The Fun of
Staying in Touch, which documents the many ways in which the dead contact us and
the recent research that is maki
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